For a child to have a chance IN life a child must first have a chance AT life.

**Human life is not a commodity or an inconvenience.** It is our most basic right. Without it, we have no other rights.

I believe it is imperative to establish higher standards that reflect our respect for the sanctity of life. This is why Texas will require clinics and hospitals to bury or cremate human and fetal remains.

Anti-life groups like NARAL were quick to protest, calling this simple protection of human dignity a “burden.” They simply refuse to acknowledge ANY rights of the unborn.

*But I don't believe human and fetal remains should be treated like medical waste and disposed of in landfills.*

Texans' basic rights and dignities are NOT a burden, and I will continue doing everything in my power to protect them.

**My “LIFE Initiative”** will enact changes like this to help make Texas the strongest pro-life state in the nation.

I ask that you **join me** in giving voice to the unborn—to give voice to those who cannot speak in defense of their own basic rights.

Help my campaign turn out Texans this November to elect those with the conviction to embrace a culture of life.

Will you contribute today as we turn the tides against the soulless abortion industry in Texas and unite in defense of life.

Sincerely,

Greg Abbott